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Vulnerability Intelligence
Manager 2016
Verified vulnerability intelligence and full coverage by Secunia Research at Flexera Software

Benefits to
Your Organization:
•S
 ecunia Research,
analyze hundreds of
possible vulnerabilities
every day. They test,
identify and report on the
real vulnerabilities.
•S
 ecunia Advisories
were developed to
support the work of
security practitioners
to secure businesses.
They provide detailed,
standardized information
on vulnerabilities on
applications and systems
to enable risk assessment
and prioritization of
mitigation efforts.
•O
 ur customers receive
vulnerability intelligence
for all assets within
their organizations.
They can be confident
that we will track any
commercially available
applications or system
in their infrastructure for
vulnerabilities.
•W
 e entirely support
the processes related to
software vulnerability
management. That
means organizations
are equipped to fully
leverage the vulnerability
intelligence provided
by Secunia Research
to efficiently act on the
vulnerabilities that are a
threat for their businesses.

Introduction

Secunia Research at Flexera Software is the
world-leading provider of reliable and accurate
vulnerability intelligence, helping customers make
informed decisions about remediating threats in a
timely and cost-effective manner.
Powered by Secunia Research department,
Flexera offers coverage of over 50,000 systems
and applications, giving you access to the most
comprehensive vulnerability intelligence to handle
emerging and historic threats.
Vulnerability Intelligence Manager introduces several
improvements to make your life easier, including a
new and improved user interface for a better look
and feel, integration with the Corporate Software
Inspector improved assets matching and a full
activity log.
Vulnerability Intelligence Manager allows you to
define customized filters according to software
responsibility and compliance criteria for each of the
recipients in your organization. Personalized security
alerts are issued to the correct individual whenever
a new vulnerability threat that could affect your IT

infrastructure is discovered. With the Vulnerability
Intelligence Manager optimizing your security
processes to handle vulnerabilities, and protecting
your critical information assets against potential
attacks, has never been easier.

Vulnerability Intelligence Manager

Vulnerability Intelligence Manager is a powerful
Software Vulnerability Management solution that
provides you with the necessary information to
analyze vulnerabilities in your IT infrastructure,
enabling you to track and eliminate them easily
from a centralized dashboard interface. Vulnerability
Intelligence Manager is power-packed with rich
features and a friendly and lightning fast user
interface. It is extremely customizable, enabling
organizations to find the latest vulnerability
intelligence immediately, and implement remediation
strategies more effectively.
Comprehensive reporting enables accurate
assessment of the current state of your IT
infrastructure for risk management and compliance
purposes, and increased ROSI.
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What Do You Get With The Vulnerability
Intelligence Manager?
Verified intelligence

Secunia Advisories

We call this information intelligence because Secunia
Research:

•
•
•
•
•

Secunia Research analyze hundreds of potential
vulnerabilities every day and release advisories for verified
vulnerabilities, containing detailed information which is used
by customers to assess risk and determine actions to keep
their business protected from cybercriminals and hackers.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate false alerts
Test vulnerabilities
Cross-reference sources
Standardize content
Complete information to enable risk assessment
Update existing advisories with new, relevant information

Secunia Advisories is the result of the expert work from
Secunia Research. Covering over 50,000 applications and
systems since 2003, each advisory represents a full picture of
the vulnerability in the product, including:

•
•

A unique identifier
Attack vector (how the vulnerability can be exploited)
Secunia Research Criticality Rating
Impact of exploitation (the consequence)
References to industry standards, such as CVE, CPE and
CVSS
Link to patches, description of partial fixes, work-arounds
and other mitigation actions
Additional references when applicable
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Covers all applications and systems

Vulnerability Intelligence Manager contains one of the largest
software vulnerability databases in the market covering over
50,000 applications and systems across all platforms. We
are committed to cover all applications our customers have
in their environment, and with the “Suggested Software”
feature our customers can suggest any commercially available
application and we will start tracking it within 72 hours.

Comprehensive management features

Vulnerability Intelligence Manager includes a comprehensive
set of management features to drive alerts, risk assessment,
mitigation, verification and continuous reporting. Those
features make the intelligence provided by Secunia
Research actionable and link the steps of the Software
Vulnerability Management Lifecycle. These features support
effective reduction of the attack surface for cybercriminals
and hackers, provide visibility into processes and enable
accountability.

Effective prioritization of mitigation efforts

The combination of the intelligence provided by Secunia
Research and the management features makes it possible for
organizations to assess risk based on the relative criticality of
vulnerabilities in their own environment, driving the effective
use of resources to prioritize mitigation actions with highest
impact to reduce the attack surface for cybercriminals and
hackers.

Analytics and reporting

Configure reports based on policies and compliance
mandates to easily document and demonstrate actions in
each step of the software vulnerability management lifecycle.
Reports support analyzing performance and give visibility
to the implementation of information security strategies
to management. They also provide deep insight into such
processes for auditing and compliance check purposes.

Microsoft System Center Inventory Import

Easily leverage vendor and product collections from Microsoft
System Center to create and maintain asset lists and build
synergies between alerts, risk assessment and mitigation. This
reduces time to remediate and consequently the exposure to
incidents and breaches.

Rejected Advisories

As part of the work to verify vulnerabilities Secunia Research
issues advisories for reported vulnerabilities which do not
fulfill the criteria to be categorized as having a security
impact. Rejected advisories are available for customers
who need to document decisions to not act on possible
vulnerabilities for compliance or auditing purposes.

Export data (add on)

Vulnerability Intelligence Manager enables the exportation of
data to other solutions used by organizations supporting data
and information sharing, and allows organizations to drive
activities using existing solutions and processes, leveraging
existing investments and developing synergies.

Device Independency

Access to your Vulnerability Intelligence Manager account
using any device. The Vulnerability Intelligence Manager
interface will scale to fit any device, be it a smartphone, a
tablet or a desktop. This functionality allows users to quickly
get an overview of their tasks, tickets and alerts and take
action on the go, anywhere, anytime.
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How the Vulnerability Intelligence Manager works
1: Secunia Research monitors all information about software
vulnerabilities

When a potential software vulnerability is publically disclosed, the
Secunia Research Team get to work on verifying that it is in fact a
vulnerability. Once confirmed, Secunia analyzes the severity and
what software might be affected.
Then, a standardized and 100% vendor independent Secunia
Advisory is written for the vulnerability, detailing attack vector,
criticality rating, impact and solution.

2: Secunia customers receive software vulnerability intelligence

The Secunia Advisory is uploaded to the Secunia VIM, and
adapted intelligence feeds are delivered to Secunia’s customers,
based on customized pre-configured filters, to ensure the right
groups of people are alerted whenever a new vulnerability that
could affect your IT infrastructure is discovered. You can customize
filters according to e.g. software responsibility, compliance criteria
or geography for each of the recipients in your organization.

3: Security alerts go out and tickets are created

Personalized security alerts – via email or SMS - are then issued in
real-time to the correct individual in your organization.
A ticket will be created when a relevant Secunia Advisory is
issued. The ticket is in effect a VIM–based interface and enables
your organization to manage the vulnerability based on the
current state of all products, vendors, and asset lists.

4: Manage vulnerability intelligence based on compliance
policies

Throughout the vulnerability management process you are able
to generate reports. You can also configure internal compliance
policy rules based on the compliance policies relevant to your
organization.
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Stay Secure!

The backbone and greatest strength of Flexera Software’s
Software Vulnerability Management portfolio is the internationally
acclaimed Secunia Research team, who deliver first-class
vulnerability research and verification, covering more than
50,000 systems and applications.
We are determined to ensure that Secunia’s offerings are the best
in the market, and that we maintain our position as the number
one provider of reliable and relevant Vulnerability Intelligence.
Our focus on usability and ongoing improvement to the range of
Software Vulnerability Management products and offerings is key
to ensuring that the Vulnerability Intelligence and knowledge we
bring to you is put to good use within your organization.
Our customers can rest assured that they are partnering with an
organization that is leading the way in the Software Vulnerability
Management space, and that they can rely on Flexera to
continuously develop cutting-edge products.

Secunia Research at Flexera Software

In September 2015, Flexera Software acquired Secunia, adding
Secunia’s Software Vulnerability Management solutions to
complement Flexera Software’s Software License Optimization and
Application Readiness solutions. Under Flexera Software, Secunia
Research continues to perform vulnerability verification, issue
Secunia Advisories and publish data on the global vulnerability
landscape.

About Flexera Software

Flexera Software helps application producers and enterprises
manage application usage and increase the value they derive
from their software. Our next-generation software licensing,
compliance, security and installation solutions are essential
to ensure continuous licensing compliance, optimize software
investments and future-proof businesses against the risks and
costs of constantly changing technology. Over 80,000 customers
turn to Flexera Software as a trusted and neutral source for the
knowledge and expertise we have gained as the marketplace
leader for over 25 years and for the automation and intelligence
designed into our products.
For more information, please go to:
www.flexerasoftware.com

Try the Vulnerability Intelligence Manager
secunia.com/vim
For more information, please contact
sales@secunia.com

Flexera Software LLC
(Global Headquarters):
+1 800-809-5659

United Kingdom (Europe,
Middle East Headquarters):
+44 870-871-1111
+44 870-873-6300

Australia (Asia,
Pacific Headquarters):
+61 3-9895-2000

For more office locations visit:
www.flexerasoftware.com
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